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Part 1 : Examples of traditional games
In this section, we present two traditional games Gersois: Bowling game mallet and puck Gascon.
We will present the history of these games and their rules.

A) Maillet skittles :
1- History :
Since antiquity
The skittles and balls back to the ancient times, more. In on found traces IN ancienne. En Egypt
France is the 14th century. That the open an Practicing bowling at Chably In Oise. But Charles V
banned the practice estimating. That this game diverted its topics of war.
Peak in the eighteenth
Henry IV and his son Louis XIII practiced willingly.
It's the 18th century that the bowling reached its peak in France. During a game, the bowling
Mozart improvised trio for piano, clarinet and viola.
Prohibitions ...
Bourges The museum keeps a gouache representing a visit to Madame de Maintenon at St. Cyr
where we see two girls youth groups playing bowling.
The game was struck numerous prohibitions. From the Middle Ages, the common people had made
a cash game and many practitioners had lost all
their property.
January 14, 18, 16 order of the mayor of a small town in the Gers prohibited innkeepers and
publicans to organize games at odd hours, which lead to fights harmful to the tranquility of the
residents.
Relaunched in 1972 ...
In America, the set of 9 pins swept over the country and was quickly banned. To circumvent the law,
they added a keel and 10 pins arranged in a triangle gave the bowling. En France, the game
developed a lot in Gascony, particularly in the country of Armagnac and Landes. But the issues and
consecutive ruins prompted once again the authorities to ban the practice.
It was not until 1972 and the initiative of the Departmental Federation of Rural Homes Gers for the
bowling is restarted.
The bowling mallet Gascon is a traditional game that has been restored as a team game and not as
gambling, in 1973 by initiations and talent contests.
Bowling mallet in Gers
Long practiced in the Gers and Landes countryside this game was banned by prefectural decision in
1956. Given the stakes and bankruptcies that resulted from the Prefect had to take drastic measures.
So he had to get special permission for this game reborn in 1982. It is through three leaders of rural
households Gers a new regulation was established in Montclar. Since bowling mallet experienced
exceptional growth in rural homes Gers and Landes and its practice is now spreading in the HauteGaronne and Tarn and Garonne. It’s in 1992 that the bowling section mallet joined current French
Federation of Sport Bowling and Bowling.
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2- Rules of the game :
Rules
The material used to bowling is composed as follows :
- Three pins of wood, height: 55 cm
- Three pins of wood, height: 50 cm
- Three wooden mallets, length: 30 cm diameter : 7 cm
Each player will have his mallet.
Basically, the pins must be strapped to better ensure their stability.
The diameter of the seat is approximately 70 millimeters.
The diameter of the body of the keel will be approximately 80 millimeters.
The Playground :
It is composed of a perimeter of 11 meters in length and a width of 3 to 4 meters.
At each end, a safety zone 2 meters be provided.
Any soil type having a flat character can be used: cement, bitumen, clay , wood flooring, etc ...
The play area can’t be drawn on an area of the slope is greater than 10 %
The game :
In the area of the playground, will be traced the location of the game. He has a shooting range and
"Pité".
Firing : It is located 10 meters from the nearest bowling in the axis of the two pins in the middle. A
location 50 cm width defines the position of the player: launch will be without any momentum since
this post, and without making so much as the gavel was not grounded.
The "Pité": A 10 m of the shooting, location 1 m 50 cm minimum, receives the pins arranged on 2
rows of 3 spaced 30 cm created by axis, small front large second.
In front of the first row of bowling at 9 m of the shooting, a white line will be drawn. On this white
line, it can be placed a bar or batten not exceeding 2 cm thick. All mallet falling between the shooting and the white line is zero. Male senior categories will launch the gavel to 10 m. Women throw
the mallet to 9 m.Veterans over the age of 65 on January 1 of the current year will advance 1 m to
start the mallet is 9 m for men. Super Men and Women Veterans More than 75 launch to 8 m.
The "Pité" rubber or cement board means any keel that straightens out the boundaries of the plates
is "dead." In other cases, she died beyond 30 cm around the bowling locations.
Goal:
The object of the game is to keep an upright keel whatsoever on the six placed to mark 1 point, 1, 2
or 3 mallet rolls.
The fall of the six skittles cancels the jet and the series of three shots of the team.
Constitution of the teams:
The teams consist of three players, update their license, as specified in the national rules.
Teams can be mixed.

How to play:
The game takes place in many parts as necessary for the playoffs. Each part has a meeting of two
teams who appointed as winning the first one that comes to 11 points, with an equal number of jets,
each player throwing his gavel to turn round.
In the case of certain competitions and playoff championship, there may be the final three.
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In the event that a party would last too long, the head of the competition may, if it considers it necessary for the smooth running of the competition, stop the game. The team that scored the most
points, even below 11 will be declared the winner.
Listing of jets :
 Drop the mallet between the shooting and the white line : 0 points
 Drop the mallet on the white line : 0 point
 Drop from one to four bowling in 1, 2 or 3 jets : 0 points
 Drop 6 pins in 1 , 2 or 3 jets : 0 points
 Drop 5 pins in 1, 2 or 3 jets : 1 point
 Drop 5 pins in 1 or 2 jets : 1 point
and the ability to put the game to the 2nd or 3rd jet.

Figure 1: the skitlle

Figure 2 : the maillet
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Figure 3 : the pité

Security:
Security zone to players mallet :
19,30 x 4,60 m = 88,78 m2
Behind the pins if the distance is not obtained, there closing obligation with straw bales, boards,
barriers, etc.
Behind the shooting, the same.
On the sides, ability to draw a line (rope, lime, plaster, etc.)
Hold the maillet :
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Position :
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The launch of the maillet :
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B) The palet Gascon :
1- History :
The elders speak of " quilho " not only in the Gers, place of rebirth, but also in the neighboring
departments, highly prized even in the 50s, only two or three villages Gers maintained the tradition.
Men from 14 years entertained "at quilho" every Sunday on the edge of the road or on the town
square.
Amounts, usually modest, or blows to drink, were involved A variation of the current rule added
more a circle around the "quilho" inspired by another popular game. Cap game (money left in the
round was won, once ejected keel of the circle with the chip). After the Second World War,
especially following amounts set too high game (prohibition of the Prefect of Gers in 1956), the
pucks returned closets for years to be forgotten except in the Gers, Lagraulas villages, Larres-single
and the hamlet of Lialores (town of Condom).
In 1985, rural home Vicnau - Lialores (common Condom 32) transforms this gambling game in
points. In 2006 nearly 70 competitions are organized on a North axis / South Gers. Contests
managed since 1996 by the "puck Gascon" of the Departmental Committee of Sports in Rural Gers.
With fifty men and women players by competition, this sports game

2- Rules of the game :
The equipment and terrain :
The puck Gascon game consists :
 A slightly tapered hardwood keel (the "quilho") 35cm tall and about 5cm in diameter
 2 steel pallets October-November cm in diameter and weighing a maximum of 600g
 3 pieces or slices arranged on the keel
The field of play :
The puck Gascon played on tar or on the way. The keel is located 10m from the launch pad or 9m
7m for ladies and children. A stop plate is placed 4m aft of the keel to receive the launched pucks.
The rule of the game puck Gascon :
The player must, using its two pallets one after the other, drop keel on which were placed the 3
pieces.
Once the land keel, the position of the parts relative to the keel and shuffleboard determines the
number of points earned:
 3 points if the three parts is closer to or equidistant from at least one of the keel pucks
 If a point if the keel is reversed, it is a "puina"
 If the puck is first winner, played the puck is out of play and the keel is requillée with parts. The
player with the second puck tries a winner or "puina"
 If it's "puina" with his first puck the player has the choice either to requiller is attempting to
place his second puck on parts.
The puck therefore has two functions: it serves to déquiller where he used to be placed closer to the
parts.
A competition is played in two sets of 12 laps and the winner is the one who scored the most points.
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Part 2 – Examples traditional games animation
In this section, we propose a concrete example of a possible animation to boost traditional games.
The goal is to find attractive ways to market the games at the general public and encourage their
practice.
An idea to develop to attract practitioners is to partner with other practices or best-known sports:
make a biathlon Nordic walking and traditional games, integrate into a team sport traditional games
as a sporting challenges...

A) Sports challenges:
Sports challenges :
Several teams of three people at a minimum, running on eight games:
 The tug of war
 The messes all
 Stilts
 The puck Gascon
 The bowling
 The Siamese race
 The race for the blind
 Sumo wrestlers
Rule of the game :
The tug of war :
Two teams, the total weight does not exceed a weight determined according to the category, are
aligned to each end of a rope about 10 inches in circumference. Two lines, spaced 8 meters are plotted. Once the game started, each team tries to overcome his line to another or bring down the opponent.
The game can be timed to make a challenge , the team that makes the least amount of time to go
beyond the line to the opposing team will identify the team with the collective spirit and the more
muscle strength.

The messes everything :
Consists of the game Aim With A ball not stack boxes Who should get the medium on which they
are based at. Every player can not overthrow boxes with a maximum number of bullets data, then
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the Account Number of Remaining boxes. Is it possible to play several, but being white to get the
High Score: Having a ball by teammate and train to overthrow the more boxes as possible.
The challenger is the One Who will with the maximum possible Less bullets overthrew the boxes.
This measure agility, address and accuracy.

Stilts :
Establishment of two courses mirroring and intersecting (straight line, slalom, obstacle crossing).
Each participant involved in signal opposite feeders, it is the first that does the path that wins. The
route can be done by either team relay form either everyone to share team together and the team that
comes complete first wins.
To make a challenge, it is possible to measure the time of the course to identify the fastest team,
agile and balanced.

The Palet Gascon:
2 pallets per player - dropping a pin on which were placed three coins or washers. After lying keel,
the position of the parts relative to shuffleboard and keel determines the number of points earned 3
points if the three parts are closer or equal distance of at least one of the pucks as the keel, otherwise 1 point (it is then a " puina "). The puck therefore has two functions: it serves to déquiller or it
serves to place closer.
The game is played in 2 times 12 laps, the points being recorded on a sheet at the end of two throws
of the player. The winner is obviously the one that made the most end of the game points. Stand
within 7m for youth, 8m and 10m for women for men of the target.
This game able address, concentration and strength.
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Maillet Skitlles :
Two teams of 1 or 3 players face turn. The goal is to drop 5 Pin 6, and mark 1 point, throwing a
mallet 30 cm bowling lying between 5m and 10m age and sex of the participants. Each player has
his own hammer.

The race Siamese :
Browse asap year (passage between nodes, over obstacles, between obstacles, slalom, straight line)
being attached to the hands and feet, or two or more.
This game measures the coordination, teamwork and balance.

The race to the blind
Perform as soon as possible the maze blindfolded, being directed by the sound of the way of his
teammate.
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Sumo :
Take out his opponent the circle, 2 players are in themiddle of a circle.
At the top of the leader, they need to push to try to get their opponent 's circle.
The first player puts one foot out lost.
Opponents may be held either at a bar to become unbalanced and squeeze out another circle or moot
by standing by the elbows, hands, shoulders or back to back ... This game measures the strength and
balance.
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